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Surrey County Council and Surrey Police have a partnership called Drive SMART which
aims to tackle concerns over speeding and anti-social driving. As part of the initiative local
:Peeq management plans have been developed for each Diitrict and Borough. These plans
identify the sites with the worst speeding problems so they can be targeted f6r appropriate
action.

ln response to concerns previously expressed about vehicle speeds, Guildford Road was
assessed in 2014 for inclusion in the Runnymede Speed Management Plan. As part of this
assessment Officers from the County Council and Surrey Police reviewed traffic survey data
(recorded over a 7 day period in July 2014) for Guildford Road and also considered the
safety record for the location. Having done so the following points were noted:

. gn average vehicle speed oF9!g!-was recorded by the speed survey which
indicates a relatively good lffiSft?iver compliancswith the 40mph speeO limit and
SUg

' th9 safety record for the location is relatively good for a road that carries such a large
volume of traffic (and would not justify the installation of a safety enforcement camera
which are reserved for the very worst collision hotspots where there has been a
continuing history of collisions and where speeds have been measured and found to
be excessive).

' 2 vehicle activated signs have previousty been installed in this section of Guildford
Road (one for each direction of travel) to help encourage lower vehicle speeds.

Based on the above observations it was decided that the location should not be added to the
speed management plan. As such, there are currently no proposals to target the location for
additional speed reducing measures or to consider reducing ihe existing s.-peed limit.

Brqx Road (MurraV Road to Slade Road)

Surrey County Council does not have any data about vehicle speeds in this section of Brox
Road. However, vehicle speeds would be expected to be relatively low due to the nature of
the road (the on-street parking, presence of bus stops and high levels of general activity will
all help restrain vehicle speeds). This section of road also ha-s a good saiety record wiih
only one personal injury collision having occurred in the last B years.

As such, the introdugtlon oJ a 20mph speed limit is unlikely to have any significant impact on
vehicles speeds and therefore on road safety. However, Surrey Police wiii Oe asked to
undertake a traffic survey in this section of road to ensure that speeds are not excessive for
the location

Atfinity Water will shortly be carrying out water main replacement works along Brox Road
(which will require temporary closure of the road). As such, the survey will bE carried out
once these works have been completed.
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ln response to concerns previously expressed about vehicle speeds in this section of Brox

Road, it was assessed for inclusion in the Runnymede speed Management plan in 2012'

However, compared to many other locations in ihe Borough it was found to have both a

gooJ satety record and a good level of compliance with the speed limit'

The Committee is pleased to note that the latest accident data shows that the good safety

record has been maintained with only one personal injury collision occurring in the last 3

ylrr, (and this involved a driver avoiding a fox). However, a further speed survey will be

undertaken to ensure that there is also Jtill a gooO level of compliance wltlt tfe speed limit'

Again, this survey will be carried out once Affinity Water have completed their works.
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Surrey County Council
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Dear Councillors
November 2015

I write on behalf of the Committee of the Ottershaw Society who resolved at their
meeting on 3 November 2015 to convey to you the many ind serious concerns of our
members regarding antisocial driving affecting ottershaw.

In particular we would highlight three main areas of concern.

o The speed of traffic using Brox Road through the main shopping area to the
detriment of road users and pedestrians.

' The speed of traffic using the 4320 Guildford Road between the Otter
Roundabout and Christchurch to the detriment of residents whose properties
are very close to the carriageway and sutfer noise and vibration.

' The use of Brox Road as a'rat run'between Guildford Road and its two
junctions with Murray Road to the detriment of 

.road 
safety and residents.

We would therefore request that consideration is given

x To the designation of the length of Brox Road passing through the shopping area
as a 20mph zone together with appropriate enforcem6nUcaliring measures.

* To re.ducing the speed limit in Guildford Road between the Otter Roundabout
and christchurch to 30 mph with speed camera enforcement.

* To the introduction of measures in the remainder of Brox Road to enforce the
current 30 mph speed limit and whatever measures are required to discourage
its use as a'rat run'.

Yours sincerely,

Graham Mitson
On behalf of the Ottershaw Society

Mark Burgess, John Gurney (co-pred), Graham *ur"., *"?lH',lirT[liii."oaron, Jamie Robinson Brian wiiliams, Trevor young.
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